Shopping in Benidorm
Benidorm Outdoor Market (Town Centre)
Great bargains!
Enjoy a root and rummage any Wednesday and Sunday morning throughout the year. The
usual suspects abound: leather goods, Spanish tablecloths, shoes
etc., but really, there's a bit of everything here. Good clean fun for
serious hunters of holiday bargains. Oh, the pleasure!
By the Hotel Pueblo. Wednesday and Sunday mornings.
El Cisne Flea Market (Town Centre)
Anything and everything
Junk or treasure, that's entirely up to you. But you'll find anything and everything on
which to base your opinion. Held every Sunday and one Saturday each month.
Located where the by-pass meets the old N-332 in the direction of Alfas del Pi.
Clothes Shops
Leather Goods - as you might expect, there's a proliferation of places supplying glorious coats, jackets, you
name it. All tastes and pockets are covered. Style statements a-plenty... smell the luxury.
Baby Wear - it's true, though not sure why there should be quite so many of them. Loads of shops selling the
most adorable 'baby linen'. Whether you're into the traditional hand-smocked stuff or cutting edge designer baby
wear the choice is overwhelming. Makes you wish you had someone to buy it for.
Jewellers
...Oooh. The perfect holiday memento if bling's your thing. Designs tend to be fairly modern and very stylish.
Gemstones are popular and pieces have that distinctive continental chic, that something that you wouldn't
necessarily find back home. Generally prices seem reasonable, especially considering the
design element, rather than representing mega bucks investments.
Bags and Shoe Shops
No surprises here then! The Spanish love shoes and you are spoilt for choice in
Benidorm.
Specialist Shops
There's also a Body Shop, an official Barcelona Football club outlet, a specialist
Teddy shop, Wine Bodega's and much more...
Bazaars... there are dozens of 'em selling very
similar bargain basement stuff, and they are cheaper than cheap. Fun for those
who like to root and rummage
...And Finally...
Look out for little hot spots e.g. off the Passeig de la Carreterra a little alley
leads to a square packed to the ginnels with leather goods, and between the
promenade and the Avda del Mediterraneo in the Rincon de Loix area there's a
mini shopping centre, a bit like a market.

